
 

 

Unusual Call Buyer in Worthington 

Ticker/Price: WOR ($33.30) 

 

Analysis: 

Worthington (WOR) unusual volume today trading 55X average calls with 4,000 July $35 calls bought up to $1.90 to open. 

WOR doesn’t have any other notable open interest but has seen some big insider buys in the last two years around these levels with 

a director adding $2M in stock at $36.67 and $39.88. In March, the CFO bought stock as well at $26.14. WOR has run strong 

recently and trending well above its 8-EMA with the 200-day in focus at $33.75. A move higher continues to fill the gap from 

February back up to $38. WOR has also out-performed the broader XME on the recent rebound by nearly 600 bps. The $1.8B 

maker of flat-rolled steel trades 16X earnings and 0.53X sales with a 3% yield and strong FCF. They continue to operate with limited 

leverage and lots of available capital which they said in March they expect to be aggressive with opportunistically putting to work 

cash on M&A or other value-added investments once the market settles. WOR has a unique catalyst with the Nikola (NKLA) IPO 

as they were one of the earliest investors in the company and own 19M shares or 5.5% of the company. NKLA gives WOR exposure 

to a potentially huge trend in heavy-trucking with their hydrogen-powered trucks which can track 750 miles between fuelings and 

they’re developing a battery-only truck for shorter-range semis to compete with Tesla (TSLA). WOR’s business saw expected 

slowdowns in March with their exposure to auto manufacturing and industrials while their consumer products business saw heavy 

demand. They likely benefit from resumptions in manufacturing and big M/M pick-ups in order flows as businesses play catch up. 

Analysts have an average target for shares of $38, although limited coverage. Keybanc thinks the company is put in an even stronger 

position by the NKLA IPO as it gives them an ‘unorthodox source of potential liquidity.’ Short interest is 0.9% and sitting at a 20-

year low. Hedge fund ownership rose slightly in Q1.  

Hawk Vision:  

 

Hawk’s Perspective: WOR has always screened well in its specialty metals group and a very interesting play with 

this catalyst, metals always a tough group, but it is a preferred name. 

 

Confidence Ranking: $$ 


